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3 womendesigners
from France, Brazil and Sweden, have created one product each respecting
the following brief givenby Paola Bjaringer, our founder.
An object of pleasure destinedto solitary or shared love which is:
*non-explicit
* non-mechanical
* made of silicon and
* which naturally integrates with the body

Who We Are
Exquise Design edits and manufactures
a new breed ofproduct design.
For our first collection we have chosen the theme of Love to answer
the following question: How to join thebeauty of loving touch
with intelligentdesign?

Presented in Milan
during the Salone Inter nazionale del Mobile 2007, the first product of the
Exquise collection is signed by french designer matali crasset. Named 8th
Heaven (8eme Ciel), this innovative product marks the entry on the design
stage of a new category of objects : the Lovetoy - term coined by Exquise.

Lovetoy
is defined by the very singularity of its form and function. This product aims
at redefining the esthetic and practical codes usually attributed to sexually
connotated objects to propose a new typology in line with women's lives
today. Thanks to the talent of these 3 women designers, whose individual
proposal is defined by their own sensorial experience, Exquise takes up a
challenge: to improve the contemporary experience of loveplay.
Exquise, a designer collection under the name of Love,
by women for women.

Pleasure

l o v e t o y 8th Heaven
by matali crasset

"The purpose of design objects, most of the time, is tobring happiness
and blossoming in order to live withone's own time. ALovetoy speaks to
what is most intimate in life: our relationship to our own body. W ith 8th
Heaven my approach as designer has been similar to any other product,
how to trigger hapinness by accompanying and inviting pleasure. W ith
elegance and refinement."

New Typology
"A Lovetoy is concer ned with women's pleasure. 8th Heaven is a new type
of sensual object which frees itself from theusual codes of its kind. Its shape
suggests the number 8, or even the symbol for Infinity: it resembles more a
hybrid object of massage than the sacrosanct phallus. It is an accomplice
that lodges gently in the palm of your hand. Its mysterious and futuristic
shape isin itself double, with the palm on one side and the natural curve of
the hand on the other."

Sweetness
"8th Heaven is a double-sided object which offers twotypes of textures: one
very sweet aspect in the design of the material itself, which evokes the
universe of upscale Japanese pastries or even analter native to geisha balls.
The shape is so smooth that it becomes sweet. Small metal balls, inserted
in this extremely soft double skin, bring vibration and movement to the Lovetoy. The object then comes to life, to bring you joyfully to the 8th Heaven."

8th Heaven
Blossom
"8th Heaven is an object of self-discovery. Its texture will surprise you by its
touch. A generous shape that follows the natural curve and movement of
your hand according to your own pleasure mood. A soft pastel object to
accompany the experience of intimate pleasure with pride, to peacefully
come to terms with the Self and the body. 8th Heaven seems logical and yet
discrete. It is alegitimate and therefore natural object, in line withany other
daily object of quality. It won’t shock your partner, who will find serene
pleasure using it. 8th Heaven is an accompanist of Love."
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matali crasset
Bor n July 28, 1965 in Chalons en Champagne, France.

Exquise Designers

Graduate from Les Ateliers, Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Création Industrielle,
matali crasset is an industrial designer. In agreement with one of her emblematic
objects, the column of hospitality "when jim comes to paris", she proposes a clean
methodology to question the codes that govern our daily life in order to free ourselves
and always engage in experimentation. She then develops new typologies articulated
around principles like modularity, appropriation, flexibility, and networking. Her work,
which imposed itself from the 90s onwards as a refusal of the pure shape, conceives
is a research in motion, made of hypotheses more than principles.
She navigates between various eclectic dimensions, from handcraft to electronic
music, from textile industry to fair trade. Her work is therefore as diversed as scenography, furniture, graphic design and interior architecture.
matali crasset spent her childhood in a small village in the north of France, in a farm
where work and life were intimately bound. matali lives and works in Paris, France.
Main clients : Aquamass, Aprifel/Interfel, Artemide, BHV, Comité Colbert, Cosmit, Cristal
Saint Louis, Danese, Decotec, Deknudt Decora, De Vecchi, Domeau & Pérès, Domestic,
Domodinamica, Dor nbracht, Dune, Drugstore Publicis, Erreti, Enkidoo, Exquise, Fabrica,
Felice Rossi, Forges de Laguiole, Grimaldi Forum , Guy Degrenne, Exquise design, Hermès,Hi
hotel, Laser, Le Printemps, Lexon, L'Oréal, Orangina, Pierre Hermé, Pitti Immagine, Première
V ision Le salon, restaurant Hélène Darroze, San Lorenzo, Seb/Tefal,Swarosvki, Sodebo,
Tarkett Bâtiment, Tendence, Top Mouton, Thomson Multimédia, Who's next…

www.matalicrasset.com

www.myspace.com/matalicrasset

Sara Szyber
Born June 16, 1963 in Stockholm, Sweden

Andrea Knecht
Born November 12, 1971 in São Paulo, Brazil.

Sara Szyber is an interior architect working through her own company with
projects related to interior space in a wide range, from exhibitions to products and
interior design. She graduated in 1993 at the University College of Arts, Craft and
Design in Stockholm. Sara Szyber has been involved in such a diverse range of
works as designing Play! – an exhibition for children that has toured extensively
across Europe (Moscow, Berlin, Belgrade etc.), through beeing the auteur of a
wide range of original, typically scandinavian-style furniture design, distributed all
over the world through Design House Stockholm, to beeing commissioned as an
architect to create the interiors of for example The Swedish Police Museum and
The Gotland Visitor’s Centre.
Her unique ability to draw inspiration from a multitude of seemingly incompatible
concepts and contexts, and then to mould them into hervery own world of shape,
has won her a wide acclaim in both Swedenand abroad.
She consciously transcends tradition (both her mother and grandmother were
involved in design and fashion), while simultaneously recreating and literally
patterningit into the future.
She does her own manufacturing and works with established producers. Her
business partners include Riksutställningar (Swedish Travelling Exhibitions), Futurniture, Design House Stockholm, NC-möbler, IKEA, Skarp/Forsman & Bodenfors,
Skandiform, Palliser in Canada and Askul in Japan. Sara regularly participates in
exhibitions with products in Sweden and around the world, most recently in New
York. She lives and works in Stockholm, Sweden.

After her studies at the Fine Arts Faculty in São Paulo, Andrea was the first woman
in 2005 to graduate with a Master degree in Industrial Design at the Ecole Cantonale de Lausanne (ECAL) in Switzerland.

www.saraszyber.com

www.teteknecht.com

Among other installation works, Andrea sat up the public space of Swiss artist
Ugo Rondinone during the International Biennale in São Paulo. In 1999-2000 she
studied with her childhood friends the Campana Brothers at "A Construção do
Objeto" program. She was then charged to set up the exhibition "Notech Design"
at the Museum of Brazilian Culture in São Paulo.
Andrea's work is intimately linked to the study of materials. The designer involves
herself personnaly at all stages of production and makes most of her prototypes.
She sees the relationship to touch as a fundamental side of her work.
Her furniture series made of straw and latex was particularly noticed in 2005 after
she graduated. From jewellery made of rubber to kitchen ware in silicon, Andrea
explores with grace the virgin isles of design with a very personnal experimental
approach. Hybrid crossing between Brazilian culture and Swiss discipline, her
works resonate with a new generation of young designers whose sensitivity is
deeply singular. She lives and works in Lausanne, Switzerland.

Paola Bjaringer
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+33 (0) 954 252 702
+33 (0) 670 524 384
+33 (0) 144 790 129

Résidence Bleue
7-9 rue des Petites Ecuries 75010 Paris France

Exquise contact
8th Heaven by matali crasset is available in limited editions at Lieu
Commun 5 rue des Filles du Calvaire 75003 Paris www.lieucommun.fr
and at Hi Hotel 3 avenue des Fleurs 06000 Nice www.hi-hotel.com
Official distribution planned for June 2007
Please go to our website to be kept informed on sales points
and other information.

www.exquisedesign.com

